Slide presentations

OSS EU 2019 EVE presentation
EVE intro, security, and architecture 2021
Hacking EVE for fun and profit
LF-Edge EVE Architecture and Security Deep Dive
EVE LF-Edge Volume Management
EVE Hardware Model and Networking
RPI lab in a box

Recording at https://zoom.us/rec/share/-LFLANtvWH03NZ4t834yZxqJxTPSZTSD6YPCTdEp9XIXyzbNiACRzqyWOyZAZ3Gc.QoyeSULHW_VHK8aL?startTime=1629990288000

ONE Summit 2022: Lessons From the Field: Making the Edge Tamper-Proof

ONE Summit 2024: How to Convince Your Security Team That Your AI App Is Secure Enough for the Edge

EVE Presentation to CNCF SPOS WG